
Welcome to Interdependence, an exhibition about survival, shelter, and 
self-expression in an interconnected world. Interdependence features new 
and newly revamped work by Kate Gilbert and Abigail Anne Newbold – two 
Boston artists who employ similar design and conceptual aesthetics in their 
investigations of the darker psychologies of independence and comfort.  
Shown together for the first time, their subtly humorous works may prompt 
viewers to feel both uneasy and reassured, while asking themselves: how safe 
is interdependence?   

Gilbert and Newbold met several times in the months leading up to the 
opening of this exhibition to challenge their autonomous, routine methods 
of working. They shared ideas and a mutual affinity for creating characters, 
spoke about personal trajectories, and even swapped materials – challenging 
each to incorporate a bit of the other’s practice along the way. They honed 
their individual artistic agendas and played up the exciting areas of overlap 
across their two disciplines. 

Gilbert refined thoughts about relationships between consumption and 
meditation, isolation and community, the individual and the built 
environment, as well as the interconnectivity of our emotional and physical 
needs and desires. She added to her repertoire of inflatable, fashion-forward, 
tongue-in-cheek, wearables that one might don to navigate a world with 
pressures and uncertainty at every turn. And she found new ways to loop into 
her installations the stunning calligraphic lines of her gestural paintings.

INTERDEPENDENCE

Newbold refreshed such materials as quilts, sleeping systems, lanterns, tools, 
and roofing elements from previous installations and worked with them in 
entirely new and abstract ways. She re-examined how to convey fundamental 
notions of hearth, home, and privacy by isolating iconic representations of 
natural and man-made resources; tethers to a larger society that are 
conflictingly welcome.  Her beautifully crafted vignettes (evidence of 
Newbold’s fascination with display environments in both retail and the fine 
arts) suggest a desire to return to bare necessities in spite of a contemporary 
culture that steers us towards more of everything. 

The result of these alone/together exercises on the part of Gilbert and 
Newbold is artwork born from a healthy mixture of necessity, play, passion, 
experimentation, collaboration, anxiety, and fear. Interdependence, then, is 
a clever and provocative exhibition packed with singular statements, lively 
cross-conversations, and remarkable interdependent thinking.
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